APPLICATIONS
UNLEASHED
- KONDO MY PORTFOLIO
- HONEY, I SHRUNK THE
  APPLICATIONS
- WHEN CODE GOES LOW
- APPS AI
- LITTLE GREEN APP
KONDO MY PORTFOLIO

Tidying up the applications portfolio in a systematic, decisive way to make room for innovation, agility, and the next generation of powerful application services.
HONEY, I SHRUNK THE APPLICATIONS
Next-generation agile and response-light application services are built on the concepts of Microservices, API-first, Cloud-native, and Headless.
WHEN CODE GOES LOW
Low-code and no-code platforms make building next-generation application services a high-productivity matter, for both IT and business specialists.
TechnoVision 2023

Systematically infusing new and existing applications with AI capabilities, making them smarter, autonomous, valuable, with a positive impact on society and the environment.
Engineer applications to be less demanding in terms of resources and energy with superior performance: get more sustainable, but also better software.